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**Invitation**

**Dear Delegates**


It would give us immense pleasure if you accept our invitation and grace the seminar. It will be a platform for interaction between researchers, academicians, student, policy makers and government officials for discussing issues related to Environment. We welcome you and your colleagues to participate in the seminar with your papers/oral presentation/posters and provoking thoughts to make it a grand success.

**Theme and Object of Seminar**

The major objective of the seminar is to protect our environment for future generation. Now a days, one of the major environmental problems with which the world is struggling is environmental pollution. The activities of the environment are gradually decreasing due to over exploitation of our natural resources as a result of which environment is becoming degraded. There are many reasons for environmental degradation such as human population, exploitation, Industrial development, and ecological damage, excessive use of Fertilizers in Agriculture, Urbanization, and Rapid development of means of Transportation.

1. De-forestation
2. Pollution (Air, Water, Soil, Noise)
3. Grasslands
4. Wetlands
5. Water resources & its conservation
6. Agriculture
7. Nanotechnology and Environment
8. Green chemistry
9. Remote sensing & GIS
10. Environment and urban development
11. Eco-restoration
12. Bio-fertilizer & pesticides
13. Environment Legislation and Enforcement
14. Environmental ethics
15. Biotechnology and environmental protection.

**About Gwalior**

Gwalior is a historical city situated in state of Madhya Pradesh and well connected to all part of the country by rail/road and airways. The most memorable landmark of Gwalior include unique Gwalior Fort, JAVANIAS PALACE OF SCINDIA, TOMBA OF TANSEK & HIS GURU MID GAUSS, MAHARAJBADA, SUN TEMPLE, ZOOL, TICHRRA RESERVOIR, GORACHAL PARVAT AND SAMADHI STHAL OF RANJAN.

The climate of Gwalior in the month of Oct. is very pleasant the average day temp is around 30 to 32°C.

**About the Host Institution**

Govt. Kamla Raja Girls Post Graduate (Autonomous) College was established in 1937 A.D., the college occupies a prominent place and has wide reputation among the institutes of higher education not only in the state of Madhya Pradesh but also in other states of Northern India, because of the academic achievements, the infrastructural properties and the financial richness of the college. The college is affiliated to Jiwaji University, Gwalior and recognized by UGC under section 2 (f) and 12(b) of the Act, 1956. The National Assessment and Accreditation Commission awarded the college B grade in 2002 and it is also reaccredited with the grade B in 2010.

**Call for Paper**

Authors are requested to submit abstract in A-4 size paper leaving 2.5 cm margins in all side and should not be more than 250 words. Title (font size 14) should be bold followed by Author name (Italic) and E-mail id (italic & font size 10) of Presenting author. The text should follow the title in single space with font size 12 in times New Roman. Keyword should be placed at bottom. Abstract should be Submitted either online at the Email: or in the form of Hard copy in prescribed format.

Authors are requested to submit full length manuscript (online) followed by intimation of acceptance of abstract in the following Format:

- Abstract
- Introduction
- Experimental method
- Observation & Result discussion
- Conclusion
- References

The Paper should be typed in Double space A-4 Size.

**Key dates**

- Abstract submission: 15 Sep 2014
- Acceptance of Abstract: 20 Sep 2014
- Full Paper submission: 10 Oct 2014
- Last Date of Registration: 20 Oct 2014

**Registration Details**

Every Participant of seminar shall have to register by filling registration form. details of registration fee is as under.

- Teachers of University/ college -700/- on spot - 800/-
- Research scholars and students -500/- on Spot - 600/-

**Mode of Payment**

Registration fees to be paid either cash or by demand draft of SBI/Online payment system is the A/c of Principal, K.R.G. College, Gwalior is to Bank A/c No. 1055424473, IFSC Code, SBI N000377, Jiwaji Chowk, Gwalior. Those who use online payment system, have to submit its receipt with their registration form. Without this receipt, registration will not be entertained and will be treated as spot registration.

**Accommodation & T.A.**

Organizing committee shall be providing accommodation to all participants in University guest house and HPWT on twin sharing basis. Participants requiring hotel accommodation on their expenses, may forward their request to the Organizing Secretary latest by 30 sep. 2014. Due to limited funds only Below 45 yrs. participants can be considered for travel assistance restricted to sleeper class only.

**Publication**

Selected research paper will be published in a form of book or international Journal. The information of publication provided separately to the authors.

**Award**

There shall be awards for three best poster/papers in the seminar by the Young Scientists and Students.

**NATIONAL SEMINAR ON ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS AND ITS REMEDIES ESIR-2014**

**OCTOBER 30 & 31, 2014**

1. Name of the participant (in capital) _________________________________
2. Designation ___________________________ Department ___________________________
3. Institution/College ________________________________________________________
4. Postal Address _____________________________________________________________
5. Email ___________________________ Mob. No. ___________________________
6. Mode of Presentation—(Please select) Poster Oral
7. Title of the Research Paper _____________________________________________

8. Arrival:
   Expected date __________________________________ Time _____________________
9. Accommodation Yes/No
10. Registration Fee:
    Cash/DD No/Online Payment/M. city Cheque No. _______________

DD in Favour of Principal, K.R.G. College Gwalior (M.P.)
Bank __________________________________ Rs ____________
Place ____________________________________ Date _________________________

Signature

Please mention your name, address and Mob. No. on The back of DD/ Multicity Cheque.
And attached on line receipt.

Note: Photo copy this form may also be used. Form can be download from our website krg@gwalior.org.

Mail to: Dr. R. K. Mahor
Asst. Professor of Zoology
GOVT.KAMLRA RAJA GIRLS PG COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS)
LASHKAR Gwalior (M.P.) Pin-474001
Phone: 0751-2625492/0910 9342513682 (Mob.)
e-mail esir.seminar14@gmail.com, mahorzoology@rediffmail.com

SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILS OF THE SEMINAR